
Can you smell
the education 

Accountabaloney?
For more information on the

 #Accountabaloney Movement
http//accountabaloney.wordpress.com

  facebook/Accountabaloney

  twitter.com/FLBaloney

If you smell it,
say something.

The first step to solving any problem 
is recognizing that one exists.

To paraphrase Jon Stewart: Florida’s 
Education system has an accountabaloney 

problem. Education accountabaloney is 
everywhere and the best defense against 

it is vigilance; if you smell something, 
say something.

This foam clown nose is our gift to you.  By 
wearing it, you can demonstrate that you, 
too, can smell the accountabaloney in our 

education system and that you will join us to 
work towards solving the problem.



Our Mission: 
“Working towards a fair, valid accountability system, based on sound education practices, that holds
teachers, schools and policy makers accountable for the quality of Florida’s public school system, 
which should engage and challenge each child, encouraging them to reach their full potential while 

celebrating what makes them unique.”

We Believe:
Florida’s Legislature has created a massive Education Accountability system that is based on the

assumption that standardized test scores are an accurate measure of education quality.  The performance 
of young students on an annual test of grade level proficiency is used to evaluate teachers, administrators, 

schools and districts. Performance on these tests can result in retention, remediation and, possibly, 
failure to graduate with little or no input from classroom teachers. The test-focused system has led to 

a significant narrowing of curriculum with some schools being little more than test preparation factories. 
We feel this high stake accountability system is leading to the destruction of the public education system it 

was designed to monitor. Layers and layers of bandaid-like “fixes” have created an 
unstable and overly punitive system that lacks public trust.

We believe there should be accountability in our schools, 
but the current system is destroying, not evaluating, our schools.  


